
Kandice Cole 

 

 

 

 Speaker.Writer. Coach. 

Empowering women to take clear, creative action on their most ambitious goals 

 



About Me 

 
 

My passion for teaching has taken me on a journey that started in elementary schools and now involves 

speaking, writing, and consulting. I am on a mission to empower women to unlock their creativity and 

take inspired action in their lives. 
 

I attended the University of Chicago, earning a B.A. in Psychology and M.A in Teaching. I began my 

career teaching in schools in Sacramento and Chicago. I made a decision to expand my classroom and 

left teaching to forge a new path.   I have consulted with several non profit organizations and facilitated 

workshops for nonprofit, civic and religious organizations.  

 

 

 



Speaking Topics 

 

 

● Unleash Your Creativity  

● Make It Happen: Turning Fear Into Fuel 

● How to Manage Your Time Like a BOSS 

● Everyday Extraordinary: Noticing, Reflecting, and Learning from your Everyday Life 

 

 

 

 

 

*Other Speaking Topics can be customized for Your organization. All workshops are available as 

webinars or in person presentations. 

 

 

 

 

 



Past Speaking Engagements 

 



Writing  

 

 

 

 



Kandice’s Speaking Style 

 

Inspiring. Warm. Authentic. Thoughtful.  

 

“I really enjoyed your workshop you did on fear. It really helped me learn what fear is and how to 

overcome it. ”-- Khadijah M. 

 

“She cares about helping people learn how to become self-actualized. Kandice is very insightful. In 

addition to her professional training and formal education, she has a wisdom and knowingness that 

far surpasses her time.”- Fenesha H.  

 

“Your workshop on desire setting was a hit! It was a pleasure facilitating with you.” -Deanine J. 

 

“Thank you very much for giving our youth the time management workshop. The youth enjoyed it so 

much and learned a lot.  I hope you could come back to our summer camp next summer with another 

workshop!” Aya G. 

 

“Loved your webinar on bringing creative passions to life. Loved your section on the power of small 

steps.”- Jessica W. 

 

 

 



Working with Kandice 

 

When you book me to speak, you can rest assured that everything will be specifically crafted so that your 

audience will be engaged and empowered. I work closely with meeting planners to ensure that all details 

and logistics are worked out efficiently. 

 

I am very responsive in communicating with your organization during the planning process! My mission 

is to inspire and empower audiences to embrace growth and improvement as they reflect on their own 

lives. I am passionate about helping people to live their life to its highest potential and take immediate 

action on that potential.  

 

 

“In everything she does, Kandice skillfully takes an inward focus to plan and gather insight, then 

emerges to execute with clarity and confidence. I've conducted professional development sessions with 

Kandice and from the planning to delivery, she is always organized and clear, making sure we work 

with integrity to stay true to our purpose and outcome for participants.” - Fenesha H. 

 

“I have worked with Kandice on a couple of occasions. I was most impressed with how her services 

were tailored to my needs. It is evident that she puts extreme thought and care into each of her clients 

personal situations.” - Temara H. 

 



Contact Kandice for a Free Consultation 

 

About the Booking Process:  

 

During your phone consultation, Kandice will discuss your  desired outcomes 

and propose optimal solutions. Together, we will be able to assess the best 

speaking/workshop topic(s) for your group and determine the appropriate fee.  
  

Contact 

Email: kandice@kandicecole.com 

Phone: 312-545-0378 

  

 


